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Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center and K a 
maximal compact subgroup. Denote (i) Harish-Chandra’s Schwartz spaces by 
‘@‘(G)(O < p g 2), (ii) the K-biinvariant elements in VP(G) by y”(G), (iii) the 
positive definite (zonal) spherical functions by 8, and (iv) the spherical trans- 
form on VP(G) by T j 0. For T a positive definite distribution on G it is 
established that (i) T extends uniquely onto V’(G), (ii) there exists a unique 
measure p of polynomial growth on B such that T[y] = jp Qdp for all 9 E Xi(G), 
(iii) all measures p of polynomial growth on B are obtained in this way, and 
(iv) T may be extended to a particular ye(G) space (1 < p f 2) if and only if 
the support of p lies in a certain easily defined subset of 8. These results gener- 
alize a well-known theorem of Godement, and the proofs rely heavily on the 
recent harmonic analysis results of Trombi and Varadarajan. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose T is a positive definite distribution on W. In [15] Schwartz 
proves the following sequence of facts about T. 
(i) T can be expressed as a finite sum of derivatives of bounded 
functions; 
(ii) T is a tempered distribution; and 
(iii) T is the Fourier transform of some unique tempered 
measure on UP (the Bochner theorem). 
In this paper we generalize the above procedure to prove a Bochner 
theorem for the spherical transform on a connected semisimple Lie 
group with finite center. 
* These results comprise the main part of the author’s thesis. The author is deeply 
indebted to his adviser, Professor S. Helgason of M.I.T., for the initial suggestion of 
the problem and for the guidance and encouragement given during the period of its 
solution. 
+ John Wesley Young Research Instructor. 
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Suppose G is a separable unimodular Lie group. In [3] we have 
shown that any positive definite distribution T on G can be written as 
a finite sum 
where, for each j, fj is a bounded function and Dj (resp. Ej) is a left 
(resp. right) invariant differential operator on G. This generalizes (i). 
To obtain (ii) is more difficult since the notion of a “rapidly 
decreasing function” on an arbitrary Lie group is not easily definable. 
Harish-Chandra has shown in [8] that Schwartz spaces do exist for G 
a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center; in fact there 
exists a whole family of such spaces 5@(G) CD(G) (0 < p < 2), 
where VP(G) C ‘Z’*(G) when p < q. From (1.1) it is an easy matter 
to show that each positive definite distribution extends uniquely 
to a continuous linear functional on %?(G). This generalizes (ii). 
In the UP case, proving (iii) from (ii) relies on the isomorphism of 
the Euclidean Schwartz space Y(P) onto itself given by the Fourier 
transform f + j. Unfortu nately this is not totally available to us, for 
although it is possible to define a Fourier transform on the 5@(G) 
spaces, it is as yet unknown what the image spaces are, or even 
whether the mapping is injective. The only known facts for this 
problem are given in [l], where positive results for 5P(G), G of real 
rank one, are obtained. 
We must instead consider the spaces 9p(G), where, for K some fixed 
maximal compact subgroup of G, 9p(G) equals all K-biinvariant 
elements of P’(G). For each E > 0 we define spaces Z?(P) consisting 
of rapidly decreasing functions on certain sets P of elementary 
spherical functions. In [16], Trombi and Varadarajan prove, gener- 
alizing earlier known results, that the spherical transform q~ -+ + 
is a topological isomorphism of #p(G) onto Z?(s’) for E = (2/p) - 1. 
Hence any positive definite distribution gives rise to a unique element 
in (9l(G))’ to which harmonic analysis may be applied via the 
spherical transform. For a general positive definite distribution T it 
can only be hoped that this procedure will yield an integral formulation 
for T[~I] where y is K-biinvariant. It does, however, yield the full 
result when T itself is K-biinvariant. 
We apply the Trombi-Varadarajan result to the partial Bochner 
theorem of Godement [6]. Godement’s theorem gives, for T a positive 
definite distribution on G, the existence of a unique measure p 
supported on the positive definite spherical functions B such that 
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for all K-biinvariant test functions 9) and #. There is no property of 
“temperedness” of p given here, and the heart of proving an analog 
of (iii) is in defining a notion that a measure on 9’ is of “polynomial 
growth,” then showing that the above p is such an object. The 
theorem we arrive at is the following. 
THE SPHERICAL BOCHNER THEOREM. Suppose T is a positive 
definite distribution on G. Then T extends uniquely to a continuous linear 
functional on %P(G) and there exists a unique positive regular Bore1 
measure p of polynomial growth on 9 such that 
The correspondence between T and TV is bijective when restricted to 
K-biinvariant distributions, in which case the formula holds for all 
v E W(G). 
Using the Trombi-Varadarajan theorem we may relate the largest 
YP(G) space to which a positive definite distribution T can be extended 
with the support of its spherical Bochner measure p. The result is the 
following. 
THE EXTENSION THEOREM. Suppose T is a positive definite distri- 
bution on G with spherical Bochner measure p. Then T generates a 
continuous linear functional on #P(G) (I < p < 2) if and onl?, if the 
support of t4 falls in F, E = (2/p) - 1. 
While this is a natural result in view of the Trombi-Varadarajan 
theorem, the proof is surprisingly complicated. It should be noted that 
for p = 2 this result was first proved by Muta [14] in much the same 
way as the Euclidean Bochner theorem is proved in Schwartz [15]. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
(a) General notation. The standard symbols Z, R, and @ shall be 
used for the integers, the real numbers, and the complex numbers, 
respectively; Zf is the set of nonnegative integers. If x E Cc then z 
denotes the complex conjugate of z. If S is a set, T a subset, and f 
a function on S, the restriction off to T is denoted by f IT . 
If S is a topological space, T C S, then Cl(T) denotes the closure 
of T in S, Int( T) the interior of T, and Bdry( T) the boundary of T. 
The space of continuous functions from S to @ is denoted by C(S), 
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C,(S) the set of those of compact support. The support of anyfg C,(S) 
is denoted by supp f. 
Suppose S is a locally compact Hausdorff space. The subspace of 
C(S) of functions vanishing at infinity is denoted by C,(S). We call 
the o-ring generated by the compact subsets of S the Bore1 sets of S, 
and any measure defined on these sets and finite on compacts a Bore1 
measure. 
For S a topological vector space, let S’ denote the continuous dual. 
(b) Representations. Let G be a locally compact group which is 
countable at infinity, and E a locally convex, complete, Hausdorf? 
topological vector space over @. Then a (continuous) representation rr 
of G on E is a homomorphism of G into Aut(E) such that 
(g, v) --f r(g)er of G x E + E is continuous. A representation r lifts 
to a homomorphism of the algebra of Radon measures on G 
with compact support into the continuous endomorphisms of E by 
+)v = .L 4g) 4-Q), i.e., for each TEE’ we have T[n-(p)v] = 
SG v4d~l44g)* 
(c) Positive definite functions. Let G be an arbitrary group with 
identity e, not necessarily topological. A function f from G to C is 
said to be positive definite (written f > 0) if the inequality 
holds for all subsets {x1 ,..., x,} of elements of G and all sequences 
{f% ,**-, OIL} of complex numbers. For such functions the following 
properties are true. 
f(e) 2 0 and IfWl Gff(4 for all x E G; (2.1) 
f=f* where f *w = Jc+> for all x E G. (2.2) 
(d) Manifolds. Let M be a C” manifold countable at infinity. 
We write 3(M) for the space of C” functions on M of compact 
support, and for each compact subset H of M we write 9,JM) for the 
subspace of functions of 9(M) with support in H. For each H, 
LYS~(M) is topologized by means of uniform convergence on compacts 
of functions along with their derivatives, and 9(M) is given the 
inductive limit topology of the gH(M) spaces. L@‘(M) denotes the 
dual space of 9(M), called the space of distributions on M. 
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Let T be a diffeomorphism of M onto itself, and takef E 2(M) and 
D a differential operator on M. If f~ = f o 7-l and LPf = (Df7-*)7, 
then f 7 is in 9(M) and D is another differential operator on M. 
If V is a vector space over R, 9’(V) denotes the Schwartz space of 
rapidly decreasing functions on V with the usual topology. 
(e) Lie groups. If G is a group and a E G, L(a) denotes the left 
translation g + ug and R(a) denotes the right translation g --f ga-l 
on G. Lie groups will be denoted by Latin capital letters and their 
Lie algebras by corresponding lower case German letters. The 
identity of any Lie group is denoted by e. 
Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center, 
g the Lie algebra of G, and ( , ) the Killing form of g. Let 0 be a 
Cartan involution of g. This is an involutive automorphism such that 
the form (X, Y) + -(X, 0Y) is strictly positive definite on g x g. 
Let g = t + p be the decomposition of g into eigenspaces of 8 (a 
Cartan decomposition) and K the analytic subgroup of G with Lie 
algebra f. It is known that any maximal compact subgroup K, of G is 
associated in this way with some Cartan decomposition of g. 
Let a C p be a maximal abelian subspace, a* its dual, and a,* the 
complexification of a*, i.e., the space of R-linear maps of a into @. 
Let A = exp a and let log be the inverse of the map exp: a + A. 
For hea* put 
g,, = {X E g / [H, X] = X(H)X, for all HE a}. 
If X # 0 and g,, # (0) th en X is called a (restricted) root and 
m, = dim(g,) is called its multiplicity. If A, TV E a,*, let H,, E a, be 
determined by X(H) = (H, , H) for H E a and put (A, p) = (HA , H,,). 
Since ( , ) is positive definite on p we put j h / = (A, h)‘!2 for h E a* 
and i X ~ = (X, X)1/2 for X E p. Let a’ be the open subset of a 
where all restricted roots are # 0. The components of a’ are called 
Weyl chambers. Fix a Weyl chamber a+ and call a (restricted) root ~1 
positive if it is positive on a f. Let Z denote the set of restricted roots 
and Z+ the set of positive roots. Let p denote half the sum of the 
positive roots with multiplicity, i.e., p = *COLE=+ m,ol. Let 11 = &,O gd , 
?i = 8n and let N and m denote the corresponding analytic subgroups 
of G. Let M denote the centralizer of A in K, M’ the normalizer of A 
in K, and W the (finite) factor group Ml/M. The group W, called the 
Weyl group, acts as a group of linear transformations on a and also on 
a,* by (d)(H) = X(s-‘H) for HE a, X E a,*, and s E W. Let s* be the 
unique element of W such that s*(D) = -Z+. Then s*p = -p. 
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Let w denote the order of W, A+ = exp a+; then we have the 
decompositions 
G = K Cl(A+)K (Cartan decomposition), (2.3) 
G=KAN (Iwasawa decomposition). (2.4) 
Here (2.3) means that each g E G can be written g = k,A(g) k, , 
where K, , k, E K and A(g) E Cl(A+); A(g) is actually unique. In (2.4) 
each g E G can be uniquely written g = K(g) exp H(g) n(g), K(g) E K, 
fqg) E a, n(g) E N* 
The number 1 = Dim a is called the real rank of G. 
(f) Convolutions and normalization of measures. With G a con- 
nected semisimple Lie group with finite center and K a fixed compact 
subgroup it is convenient to make some conventions concerning the 
normalization of certain invariant measures. The Killing form 
induces Euclidean measures on A, a, and a*; multiplying these by the 
factor (2r)-i/2, we obtain invariant measures da, dH, and dh, and the 
inversion formula for the Fourier transform 
f(h) = IAf(a) e-iA(loga) da, h E a*, f E Y(A), 
holds without any multiplicative constant, 
f(a) = iO*f(h) eih(loga) dh. 
We normalized the Haar measure dk on the compact group K such 
that the total measure is one. The Haar measures of the nilpotent 
groups N, A? are normalized such that 
e(dn) = &, 
s 
~ e-2”(H(‘)) dfi = 1. 
The Haar measure dx on G can be normalized such that 
s, f (x) dx = JKA, f (kan) e2p(10ga) dk da dn, f E .9(G). 
Let 9c(G) and C(K\G/K) be the subspaces of K-biinvariant 
functions in 9(G) and C(G), respectively. Both are given their 
respective relative topologies. Defining the convolution of two 
functions f and g by 
f *g(y) = s,f (4 dx-9) dx, Y E G, 
we have that 4(G) is commutative under convolution. 
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For f locally integrable on G we define 
Then f --f f b is a continuous linear mapping of .9(G) onto A(G). 
(g) Dgerential operators. For G any Lie group let D(G) denote 
the algebra of all left invariant differential operators on G. Take 
{Xl ,***> X,) to be any basis of g. The Birkhoff-Witt theorem gives 
that (Xp **. X$ 1 ej 3 0} is a basis of D(G) when each Xj is considered 
as a left invariant vector field on G. 
With G and K as in (f) let D,(G) denote the set of all D E D(G) 
which are invariant under all right translations from K. 
(h) Spherical functions. With G and K as in (f) let a nonzero 
function v E C(G) be a (zonal) spherical function if it satisfies any 
of the following equivalent conditions. 
(4 v E C(K\GIQ de) = 1, and f *q = (JGf (g) dg-Wh 
f E C(K\GIK); 
(iii) q E C(K\G/K) and L: f + jGf (g) y(g) dg is a homo- 
morphism of C(K\G/K) onto C; and 
(iv) q E C”(K\G/K), F(e) = 1, and DRY = (Dq(e))y, D E Ill,(G). 
Let S1 be the set of all bounded spherical functions and 9’ the 
subset of all positive definite spherical functions. Giving 9 the 
Godement topology, i.e., the weak* topology as a subset of L”(G), 
makes 9 into a locally compact HausdorfI space. 
For any measurable function f on G we define its spherical transform 
fb 
fbl = J-p dg-‘1 4 (2.5) 
for all spherical functions v for which the integral is defined. In 
particular, if f E Ll(G), then p is defined on 9i, hence on 8, and 
j’~ C,,(P) [6, p. 71. The following properties are quickly verified for 
f, g E We). 
(fh)^ =3 on fll; (2.6) 
(f*)%l = &*I for vES1; hence (f *)^ = f on 9; (2.7) 
(f *dA = 3 * &! on .%=I if f is right K-invariant or 
if g is left K-invariant. (2.8) 
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Thus iffELl is right K-invariant, then 
(f*f*)^ = IfI” on 9. (2.9) 
There exists a basic parametrization and formula for the spherical 
functions given by Harish-Chandra: the spherical functions are 
precisely the functions 
a9 = jK exp(iA - P)(%+)) & gg G, (2.10) 
where h E a,* is arbitrary; moreover, q+ = qU if and only if h = SW 
for some s E W. Hence B and T1 can be viewed as subsets of IS+,*, 
or by an obvious abuse of notation, as subsets of a,*. Certain properties 
are : 
(i) P-A(P) = &97 X E a,*, g E G; (2.11) 
(ii) v&) = G%(g), X E a,*, g E G; (2.12) 
(iii) X E 9 implies X and X are Weyl group conjugate; 
(iv) If w is the Casimir operator on G, then 
WA = -(O, A) + (P, P>) ??4 9 h E ac*; 
(v) The Helgason-Johnson theorem: Let C, be the convex 
hull of {sp / s E w> in a*. Then S1 = a* + iC, ; 
(vi) The Godement topology on B is the same as the topology 
induced by the Euclidean topology of a,*. 
Remarks. (i) is [7, Lemma 451; (ii) follows by easy computation; 
(iii) follows from (i), (ii), and (2.2); (iv) is [7, p. 2711; (v) is 
[12, Theorem 2.11; a proof of (vi) based on (iv) can be found in 
P, P. 301. 
From (2.11) we can reformulate (2.5) to be 
3W = jGf(gh-,W dg, X E a,*- 
Then for f E 4(G) it is known that 
f(g) = w-l ja~fW,k~ I 4W dA g 5 G, 
where w = order of Wand 
44 = jn exp(--(iA + p)(H(ff))) de, AElI*. 
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(i) Distributions on Lie groups. Suppose G is a separable Lie group. 
Then the topology on 9(G) can be described by means of left (or right) 
invariant differential operators on G [4, Proposition 21. Let 9, z,A E 9(G) 
and let D (resp. E) be a left (resp. right) invariant differential operator 
on G. Then 
wP*#) = P*w) and wP*#) = (Erp)*b 
It follows that if vn -+ q~ and #, -+ 1,5 in 9(G), then y’n*#n ---f y*# 
in 9(G). 
If dx is a left Haar measure on G, then a function f, locally summable 
with respect to dx, can be identified with the distribution T, E 9’(G) 
defined by 
For each differential operator D on G we let tD be the adjoint with 
respect to dx. Then given T E 9’(G), we define DT E W(G) by 
Let G be a connected, semisimple Lie group with finite center, 
and K a maximal compact subgroup. Then T E 9’(G) is called 
K-biinvariant if T[p, L(kl)R(kz)] = T[y] for all g, E B(G) and k, , k, E K. 
Notice that T K-biinvariant implies T[F~] = T[y], g, E 9(G). 
3. THE %9(G), 9(G), AND Z?(F) SPACES 
(a) The spaces ‘Z*(G). Let G be a connected semisimple Lie 
group with finite center and K a maximal compact subgroup. On G 
define the two functions 
u(g) = I XI, where g = kexpX, KEK, XEp. 
For 0 < p < 2 let VP(G) be the set of infinitely differentiable 
functions f such that, for each m E Zf and each left (resp. right) 
invariant differential operator D (resp. E), 
s%~(I + u)” E-2/~ 1 DEf 1 < cc. 
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Topologizing in the obvious manner makes each W(G) into a FrCchet 
space. Since 1 8 1 < 1, it is clear that p < Q implies %9(G) C W(G), 
and the existence of r > 0 shown in [8, Lemma 1 l] such that 
s G WV +u(g))-' dg <03 
shows that W’(G) C LP( G). 
Define two maps L and R from G into Aut Cm(G) by L(g)f = f”(g) 
and R(g) f = f R(g). Then for each 0 < p < 2 we have that both L 
and R are differentiable representations of G on %9(G). Moreover, 
9(G) is dense in each P(G), and each is a convolution algebra. 
The proofs of these facts do not differ significantly from those given 
in [17, Section 8.3.71 for thep = 2 case. 
(b) The spaces Yp( G). Define 9p(G) to be the space of K- 
biinvariant elements of %P( G); we give $p(G) the relative topology 
as a subset of VP(G). It is a consequence of [17, Lemma 2, p. 1641 that 
only left invariant differential operators need be considered in defining 
the topology of &‘(G). S ince .9(G) is dense in 9+(G) it is not hard to 
show that 9c(G) ’ d IS ense in @=‘(G). But the following slightly stronger 
result is available to us. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose f E 9”(G) for all p > p, for some fixed 
p, > 0. Then there exists a sequence {TV}& C 4,(G) such that yi -+ f 
in 9(G) for allp > p, . 
The proof of this result follows the same lines as the proof that 4(G) 
is dense in P(G) given in [lo, p. 5711. 
The continuous linear functionals on 9(G), %P(G), and 9(G) 
are related in the following manner. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. (i) T E &9(G)) Z- T JycG) E 9’(G). This corre- 
spondence is one-to-one. 
(ii) T E (%9(G)) a T 14p(c) E ($p(G))‘. Moreover, when re- 
stricted to the K-biinvariant elements in (W’(G))’ this correspondence 
becomes one-to-one and onto. 
Proof. (i) is obvious, the one-to-one property coming from the 
density of 9(G) in VP(G). The first part of (ii) is also obvious from the 
definition of the @J(G) spaces. To complete the proof we first show 
that f + f P defines a continuous endomorphism of W(G) onto 4”(G). 
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For each x E G let S, E (5@(G))’ be defined by S,[q] = y(x), 
y E P(G). Then Section 2(b) gives that 
= L(dk) R(dk)f(x) 
whenever f E %p(G). This proves the desired continuity off -+ f 6. 
Thus, given S E (@(G))‘, we may define T E @P(G)) by 
TCf] = SlfQ], f E 5@(G). This proves the onto property of the 
mapping in (ii), and the uniqueness of the K-biinvariant T follows 
quickly. 1 
(c) The spaces ~(~). Let C,, be the closed, convex hull in a* 
of the finite set (sp / s E W}, and for each E > 0 let P = a* + i&, 
in a,*. Since C, is W-invariant, then C,, = s*C, = -C, , and hence 
-Fe = gE for each E > 0. Moreover, each P is convex and 
Int 9 = UO<E,<E P’ [16, Lemma 3.2.21. 
Define ZY(sO) = Y(a*) and for any E > 0 define Z(P) to be the 
space of all @-valued functions @ such that (i) @ is defined on Int Ff 
and holomorphic there, and (ii) for each holomorphic differential 
operator D with polynomial coefficients we have suprntFE / D@ 1 < co. 
Each a(.*) is an algebra and, when topologized in the obvious 
manner, becomes a FrCchet space with multiplication being jointly 
continuous. For each D as in (ii) and each f E 2iY(Fc) it can be shown 
that Df extends to a continuous function on all of P [16, p. 2781. 
We define ?.?‘(g’) to be the closed subalgebra of W-invariant elements 
of .ZZ’(.P). The main result of the subject is the following. 
THEOREM 3.3 (Trombi-Varadarajan). Let 0 < p < 2 and E = 
(2/p) - 1. Then the spherical transform f +J” is a linear topological 
isomorphism of Yp( G) onto Z?(P) which p reserves the algebraic structure. 
Remarks. (1) This theorem was proved by Trombi and Varadarajan 
in [16, p. 2981, g eneralizing earlier results by Ehrenpreis and Mautner, 
Harish-Chandra, and Helgason. The most difficult part of the proof 
is in proving subjectivity. (2) At this stage we could proceed to state 
and prove a number of needed technical lemmas about the Z?(F’) 
spaces. We will refrain from doing so, however, and instead shall place 
them in the final sixth section of the paper, citing their use in Sections 4 
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and 5 when needed. This enables us to get quickly to the main problem 
at hand while also motivating the need for the various detailed results 
that are proved in Section 6. 
4. THE SPHERICAL BOCHNER THEOREM 
Let G be a separable unimodular Lie group. A distribution T on G 
is said to be positive definite (written T > 0) if T[v*y*] > 0 for all 
v E g(G). Then for any f e C(G) we have f > 0 if and only if T, > 0. 
The following result is proved in [3, Section 51. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose T E 9(G), T > 0. Then T can be expressed 
as a finite sum 
T = c DjEjfj , 
where, for each j, fj is a bounded function and D (resp. Ej) is a left 
(resp. right) invariant dzzerential operator. 
Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center and 
K a maximal compact subgroup. Then Godement has proved the 
following partial Bochner theorem (notation as in Section 2(h)). 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose T E W(G), T > 0. Then there exists a 
unique positive regular Bore1 measure p on 9 such that 
(i) $5 ELM, F E 9(G); and 
(ii) Tb*~l = .b & dp, T, # E 4(G). 
Remarks. Theorem 4.2 was first presented in [6]; a slightly 
different proof may be found in [2]. The measure p is called the 
spherical Bochner measure of T. Our procedure now will be to extend 
Theorem 4.2 by the use of Theorem 4.1 and the Trombi-Varadarajan 
result. 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose T E 9(G), T > 0 with spherical Bochner 
measure p. Then T extends uniquely to an element in (W(G))’ and 
for all z,L E P(G) and all CJJ E 9JG) such that $ ELI(~). 
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Proof. That T extends uniquely into (%?(G)) is clear from 
Theorem 4.1 and the properties of %?(G). Pick {#,>& in 4(G) such 
that $, + # in #l(G). The Godement theorem gives 
and since y*& + p)*#* in .fl(G), then T[cp+,] -+ T[y*t,b]. We are 
left with showing Jp $+& dp -+ Jp $I,$ dp as n -+ co. 
From the Helgason-Johnson theorem (Section 2(h)) we see that 
B C F1, and hence Jg $4 dp is well defined since $ is extendable to all 
of s1 as a continuous function. Theorem 3.3 gives 6, -+ z,8 in 2(fl’), 
and hence, in particular, {I,&$& is uniformly bounded on F1. 
Dominated convergence then gives J./P @,8, dp -+ J.q q@ d+ 1 
DEFINITION. A positive regular Bore1 measure p on .Y is said to be 
of polynomial growth if there exists a holomorphic polynomial Q on 
a,* such that ST (dp/j Q I) < 00. 
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose T E 9(G), T > 0 with spherical Bochner 
measure p. Then p is of polynomial growth. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.3 we have T E ($?(G))‘. Hence the Trombi- 
Varadarajan theorem gives that FE ( 2(F1))‘, where I?[$] = T[$] 
for all # E .Pl(G). Let cl ,..., cl be any basis of a* and for each X E a,.* 
determine h, ,..., A, E C by h = xi hi4 . For each m, t E .Z+ define the 
continuous seminorm u,~ on a(Fl) by 
u,“(di) = sup 
IMl<m,h~Int~’ 
(1 + II X Ii”)” I (4dVQW)I, 
where M = (ml ,..., ml), 1 M / = ml + *-- + ml, (d/dA)” = (a/8hl)‘~~l e-3 
(a/i3hI)mz, and j/ 5 + z+ /I2 = / [ I2 + j 7 I2 for all 5, q E a*. 
Since p is continuous on Z!?(F’) there exists m, t E Z+ such that 
I WI 1 d ~,n”(@) f or all @ E ZZ(F’). Thus Lemma 4.3 gives 
(4.1) 
for all $ E 4l(G) and all v E Ye(G) such that 4 EL+). 
Take 6, to be an approximation of the identity in 5&(G) such that 
JG 1 a,(g)1 dg = 1 for each j. Then ~j -+ 1 pointwise on a,* and 
I sj i < 1 on g. Defining ?i = SF*(Si*)” we see by Section 2(h) that 
4 = / sj ja < 1 on B and Qj --) 1 pointwise on a,.*. By the Godement 
theorem $j EL+). 
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Let Q be a W-invariant, holomorphic polynomial on a,* of degree 
> 2 which is uniformly bounded away from zero on s1 and which is 
positive on B (Proposition 6.1). For each j define Yj = @j/Q. Then 
Yj E Z?(g’) (Proposition 6.1), and hence there exists a unique 
$i E 9’(G) such that Yj = qj by the Trombi-Varadarajan theorem. 
We claim that with m and t as specified in (4.1) we have only to show 
{a,l($~~$~)}~=, is uniformly bounded with respect to j. 
For suppose there exists c > 0 such that ~m’(~j~~) < c for all j. 
Then (4.1) gives 
1 I9 (&‘/Q) dp 1 < c for all j E Z+. 
But on B we have that Q > 0, 0 < ~j < 1 and @j + 1 pointwise. 
Thus, applying monotone convergence to Jg infkaj (I&~/Q) dp gives 
Jp (dp/Q) < c, or that p is of polynomial growth. 
To show that {a,~($$~))jm=l is uniformly bounded, first note that 
each term (d/dh)“(@j2/Q) may be expanded out into the form 
&+R=M CN(d/dh)N(11Q)(d/dh)R(~j2). Hence 
for 
QN = A~;&l(l + II XII”>” I(W~)V/Q)l. 
We first claim that Q,,, < co for each N. For note that (d/dh)N(l/Q) 
is a rational function on F1 with the order of the denominator minus 
order of the numerator being > order Q > 2t. Hence, since Q is 
strictly bounded away from zero on sr, we must have that 
(1 + II h II”>’ l(WW/Q)I is a bounded function on F1. 
We have therefore only to prove that SUP~,~~~~I I(d/dh)R($j2)I is 
uniformly bounded in j for each R. To do so it is sufficient to show that 
Uzl s”PP(Fj*Fj) is relatively compact and that fc I ~j*j*9)i(g)/ dg is 
uniformly bounded in j (Proposition 6.4). But these both follow easily 
from the definition of yj . 1 
Remark. The proof of Lemma 4.4 is based on the proof for the 
Euclidean case in [15, p. 2421. 
THEOREM 4.5 (The Spherical Bochner Theorem). Suppose 
T E W(G), T > 0. Then T extends uniquely to an element in (W(G)) 
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and there exists a unique positive regular Bore1 measure E.L of polynomial 
growth on B such that 
The correspondence between T and p is bijective when restrtited to K- 
biinvariant distributions, in which case the formula holds for all 9 E W(G). 
Proof. Suppose we are given p a positive regular Bore1 measure of 
polynomial growth on 9. We first claim that g(flr) CL$). For take 
@ E a(%l). Since 9 C s1 by the Helgason- Johnson theorem, then @ 
is defined on the support of p. Moreover, there exists some holo- 
morphic polynomial P on a,* such that fg (&/I P I) < a~, and thus 
proving the claim. 
Hence the linear functional rf on S(Fl) given by p[@] = ]p @ dp 
is well defined. Suppose @,,, -+ 0 in T(Fr). Then 
which converges to zero as n -+ 00, proving rf is continuous. 
Proposition 3.2 and the Trombi-Varadarajan theorem allow us to 
define T E (V(G))’ by T[$] = rf[$], # E V(G). Hence T[#] = lg $ dp 
and we have only to show T > 0. Take any ‘p E g(G). Then 
(pq*)^(h) = ~-A[p-~*] > 0 for all h E 9 since ?-A > 0. Hence 
T[q*y*] = sp (v*v*)^ dp > 0, so that T > 0. 
Conversely, suppose T E p(G), T 3 0. Then by the Godement 
theorem there exists a unique positive regular Bore1 measure p on 9 
such that T[q*#] = Jsr @$ dp for all y, # E Ye(G). From Lemma 4.4 
the measure p is of polynomial growth on 9, and the above con- 
struction shows that we can define To E 9’(G) by T,,[v] = J9 $ dp. 
But GP*# I Y’, # E 4a,(GN is dense in $c(G) so that T and T, must 
agree on SC(G), h ence also on $l(G). If T is K-biinvariant, then they 
must agree on all of ‘@(G), proving the asserted bijection. 1 
5. THE EXTENSION THEOREM 
Using the spherical Bochner theorem and the Trombi-Varadarajan 
theorem we can deduce which (9*(G))’ space a given positive definite 
distribution lies in by examining the support of its spherical Bochner 
580/20/3-z 
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measure. The relationship is T E (R(G))’ if and only if supp p C p, 
where 1 < p < 2 and E = (2/p) - 1 (Theorem 5.5). This is a natural 
result in light of the Trombi-Varadarajan theorem, but while the 
underlying idea of the proof is straightforward, the details are 
surprisingly complicated. The desired result will be a consequence of 
the first lemma after some rather intricate measure theory and 
geometry on a,*. 
Since a,* = lJs>0 p and Int FE = lJEt<E fl’ we have that each 
01 E a,* must lie on the boundary of some unique fl, E > 0. Let ~(CII) 
be defined as that particular E. Notice that cy + ~(a) is continuous. 
Also, for each 01 E a,* and each R > 0 define gR(~) = BR(~) n 
Int p(a), where BR(~) is the open ball of radius R about 01. Note that 
a 4 gR(a). 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose T E 9’(G), T > 0, such that T E ($po(G))’ 
for some p, > 1. Let E.L be the spherical Bochner measure of T, and let 01,, 
be any point in 9 outside of 90, where q, = (2/p,) - 1. Then for each 
nonnero integer m there exists a compact neighborhood U of q, , an R > 0, 
and an M < co such that 
s %R(d for all (YE U. 
Remark. This lemma shows that the measure p is in some sense 
“rapidly decreasing” near every point outside of fly. We eventually 
wish to show that p is indeed zero near every such point. 
Proof. Let y E 4,(G) b e such that 1 $(aJ > 0 and let V be a 
compact neighborhood of 01~ such that Y and PO are disjoint, and 
I $(4 2 c > 0 f or all 01 E V. Now for each OL E a,* construct a 
W-invariant holomorphic polynomial P, on a,* such that the degree 
of P, is uniformly bounded in a, and 
(i) Pm(u) = 0 for all 01 E a,*; 
(ii) Pan -+ P, uniformly on compact sets as (Y” -+ CII in a,*; and 
(iii) given U a compact set in a,* and E > 0 such that p 
and U are disjoint, then there exists a c > 0 such that I P,(X)] > c 
for all 01 E U and X E fl. 
Such a collection of polynomials exists by Proposition 6.2. For each 
a E a,* - 90 we define 
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Then Proposition 6.3 gives that u/, E Z?(p) for all E < E(CX), and 
01 ---f Y, is continuous from I/ into 9(F”). (5.2) 
The Trombi-Varadarajan theorem gives the existence of functions 
& which are in 9(G) for all p > p(a), where p(a) = 2/(~(ol) - l), 
and are such that Ye = & on Int Fe(a). Thus from (5.2) we have 
CL + 4, is continuous from V into Pa(G), (5.3) 
and by assumption on T, 
01--t T[#a*#rr*] is continuous from V into @. (5.4) 
For each 01 E v take {J$~ ,};‘=, C A(G) such that #,,, -+ +a in JQ(G) 
for all p > p(a) (Proposition 3.1). The spherical Bochner theorem 
then gives 
V,L*~hJ = j-- I $a,, I2 4. (5.5) 
But the right-hand side of (5.5) is greater than or equal to 
J9c / &, j2 dp for each E < E((Y), and these latter quantities tend 
toward JFE ) & I2 dp as n ---f 00 since the measure v~(E) = p(E n P), 
E < E((Y), defines a continuous linear functional Z??(F) (see proof of 
Theorem 4.5). Hence (5.5) gives 
and monotone convergence then implies 
~Wa*~c+*l 3 [nwer., I $oL I2 4, a E v. (5.6) 
Consider the function F: a,* x ae* --+ L% defined by F((Y, A) = 
I ~~(4l/ll h - 01 II if X # 01, and zero otherwise. Pick R > 0 and U 
a compact neighborhood of c1,, such that (JueU B,(a) C v. Since F is 
bounded on compacts (Proposition 6.5) there exists M0 < co such 
that 
I ~CmI G M3 II 44 - cxi II, OIE u, hEB&). 
Using this in (5.6) we obtain 
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Taking M = (Mgm/~2)(~~p,ELI T[v’,*Y,*]), which is finite from (5.4), 
proves the lemma. 1 
Remark. To prove that p = 0 outside of po we must examine 
the sets g?(a) for all LY E U and r small. There are two problems to be 
dealt with: (1) The sets Br( ) (Y are irregular in shape, and (2) 01$ a?(a). 
These will be circumvented by Proposition 5.2, and then Lemma 5.1 
can be put into the more useful form of Lemma 5.3. 
For each nonzero cx E a,* and r > 0 define 01~ E a,* by ‘Y, = 
(1 - (42 II a II>b Th is is simply translation of 01 by a distance of r/2 
toward the origin. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. For each compact set U in a,*, disjoint from the 
origin, there exists 0 < c < 8 such that 
for all 01 E U and r < R, = inf,,, 11 0111. 
Proof. Since ff? is a convex combination of 01 and zero when 
r < R, , and since E is a boundary point of the convex set p(u) and 
zero is an interior point, then 0~~ is also an interior point. Hence, since 
0~~ is trivially in B,(a), f or each ar E U and r < R, there exists a 
constant c(r, a) such that Bc7(ar) C gr(a). The nontrivial part of the 
proposition is that c can be taken independently of both (y. and r for 
aE Uandr < R,. 
Let S(r, a) = sup@ I B8(o(r) C&??(a)). Then S(r, cy) > 0 for each 
c1 E U and 0 < r < R, from the above. We thus have only to show 
the existence of 0 < c < 1 such that c < S(r, c$r for all (Y E U and 
0 -=c r <R,. 
(i) First we claim that S(r, oL)/r is nondecreasing for each fixed 01 
as r goes down to zero. For suppose 0 < ri < r. Then 
We alter the coordinate system on a,* by shifting a to zero. Then 
Int F(a) becomes some open convex set C with zero on the boundary, 
and we have 
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But byI - 4 = (r,/a% - a) and B,(tcu) = tB,il(a) so that 
S(Y, 7 45 = SUPW~ KM Brslrx(~Yr - 4 C Wr) WN n C: 
s 
= SUP{+, I &rl(~r - 4 C W) n WW~ 
s 
= SU~{S/Y 1 B,(c+. - a) C B,(O) n (Y/YJC}. 
But since (y/rr) > 1 and C is an open convex set with zero on the 
boundary we get that C C (r/rr)C, hence 
This of course proves (i). 
(ii) Our second claim is that 01--t S(Y, a)/~ is continuous from 
U to R for each fixed 0 < r < R, . For suppose 01, p E U such that 
11 (y. - /3 11 < S for S > 0. Take any s such that B,(q) C &?,,(a) and note 
that B&q.) C &J/3) A Int P(=) for S small. Now I( a! - p 11 < S * 
la,-All <a h w en r < R, by simple verification, and hence 
Bs--2&3T) C B&3) n Int %‘(“) (5.7) 
for S small. Define 
A = sup{d(A, Int .2+‘)) 1 h E Int 3+‘} 
h 
where d(h, E) is the distance of A from the set E. (Notice that one of 
the two terms defining d always has to be zero.) Then from (5.7) we 
find that 
for small S and A. Since everything done was symmetric with respect 
to [Y and /I, we find that 
I w, 4 - S(r, B)I < 5% + fl 
for a, p E U and 11 01 - fl /I < 6, S small. Our desired continuity will be 
established once we show A -+ 0 as S -+ 0 for each fixed CL 
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Without loss of generality suppose ~(a) > +I). If h E Int F(a) then 
d(h, Int Z+a) = iEf{li h - h’ 11  x’ E Int s’@} 
where h = 5 + iv, 7 E ~(a) Int C, . But C,, is norm bounded in a*, say 
by M2 . Hence II 77 - (418)/44)v II 6 I 1 - (4$/44>I M2 , and this 
gives d < I 1 - W)l+))l M2 --f 0 as 6 -+ 0 since 71’ = (@)/~(a))7 E 
E(P) Int C, and 01--f E(U) is continuous. This proves (ii). 
(iii) We claim (i) and (ii) p rove the proposition, since 0 < r < R, 
and a E U imply 
S(r, g/r 3 wll ,4/& from (i) 
b $; W, , Wt, > 0 from (ii). I 
LEMMA 5.3. Suppose T, p, p, , E,, , and 010 as in Lemma 5.1, and let 
A be lebesgue measure on a, *. Then there exists a compact neighborhood U, 
of q, and R, > 0 such that ~(&(a)) < A(B,(a))r for all r < R, and 
arE u,. 
Proof. Let 1 = dim a* and apply Lemma 5.1 with m = I+ 1. 
Then there exists a compact neighborhood U of 01,, R > 0 and 
M < co such that 
I 11 h - a jl-2z-2 d&i) < M, CSE u, r < R. L%&(a) 
Hence 
I-@&)) < My2z+2, olE u, Y < R. (5.8) 
But from Proposition 5.2 we find there exists 0 < c < 1 such that 
&h/d = ~d4> arE U,O < rsmall. (5.9) 
Hence (5.8) and (5.9) combined yield 
P(&(w,))) < W/C~~+~) r2z+2, 01 E U, 0 < T small. 
Since A(B,(a)) is proportional to r 2z, then there exists M,, > 0 such 
that PM%/c))) G JGw%(~(,/c,)) r2, or 
(Y fz U, 0 < Y  small. (5.10) 
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To show (5.10) implies the lemma we have only to show that there 
exists a compact subneighborhood U, of 01~ and some sufficiently 
small R, such that for each 01 E U, and Y < R, we can find a p E U for 
which 01 = /3(,/c) . To do so simply define U1 = C1(BR2(ol,)) for some 
R, > 0 such that &JoI,,) C U. Then for each 01 E Ur and Y > 0 the 
equation CL = /3tr,c, determines /I to be (1 + (r/(2c j( o~~\)))Lx by simple 
verification. Again, simple verification yields that we have only to 
restrict Y so that Y < 2cR, to have /3 E U. The desired R, thus equals 
2cR,, 1 
Remark. Our extension theorem will now result from the above 
lemma and the following general covering theorem, a variant of 
material found in [5, Theorems 2.8.4 and 2.8.71. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Suppose C is a compact set in R”, A the lebesgue 
measure on WL, and TV a Bore1 measure on W with the property that for 
ezjery E > 0 there exists rr > 0 such that ~(B~(zc)) < cA(B,(x)) for all 
x E C and all Y ,< Y, . Then p = 0 on C. 
Proof. If S = B,(x) then define S = B3Jx) and for each E > 0 
define Sq = {B,(x) 1 x E C and r < r,/3}. We claim that 9, has a 
disjoint subfamily ?Jc with the property that for each T E Ye there 
exists S E gG such that T n S # ,D and T C S. To prove this let 9, 
be the collection of disjoint subfamilies 8 of x such that for each 
T E x either 
(i) forallSE%‘, TnS= ia,or 
(ii) for some SE 2, T n S # QJ and T C 3. 
Notice that (i) implies Qn, is nonempty since {a} E Q, . Partially order 
Sz, by inclusion; then every chain in Sz, has an upper bound which 
is also in Sz, . Hence Zorn’s lemma gives the existence of a maximal 
subfamily Ce, in Q, , and to show %‘E is the collection desired we have 
only to show that each T E Y6 satisfies (ii) relative to %c , not (i). 
Hence we must show X = M where 
Suppose s # 0. Then there exists WE Y such that 24W) > 
supTEX /l(T) since this supremum must be finite. But we then claim 
that ~~u(W)EQ,. For take any T E Y: . If (ii) holds for T relative 
to gE it also clearly holds for T relative to 5!?c u (IV}. Thus suppose 
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(i) holds for T relative to g6 , i.e., T E Z. Then 2A( IV) > A(T) by 
definition of IV, which implies 
2 radius(W) > radius(T). (5.11) 
There are only two cases to consider here: T n W empty or nonempty. 
If T r\ W empty, then (i) holds for T relative to Se u {w>. If T r\ W 
nonempty, then T C m from (5.11) and hence (ii) holds for T relative 
to 9?s u {IV}. We have thus verified that %‘< u (I%‘> E fin, , which is a 
contradiction to the maximality of 9Y6 . Hence X = g and our claim 
is proved. 
We use the subfamily %‘6 to show that ,u = 0 on C. Let 
C, = (X E Iw” 1 d(x, C) < re where E = 11. We then see that 
CC u TC u gCC,forE< 1, 
TWc S&c 
where without loss of generality we assume rr < rr when E < 1. 
Hence &,96A(,S) < A(C,) < co, and therefore %‘s is countable 
since A(&‘) > 0 for all S E 9, . Thus for each E > 0 we have 
Hence p(C) = 0 since A(C,,) < cx). 1 
THEOREM 5.5 (The Extension Theorem). Suppose T is a positive 
definite distribution with spherical Bochner measure p. Then T E (YP(G))’ 
ifandonlyifsupppCF,wherel <p<2and~=(2/p)-l.In 
such a case T[~J] = Jg @ dp for all 9) E S’(G). 
Proof. Suppose supp p C ss for some 0 < E < 1. Then we 
easily see that the linear functional p on d(sc) defined by 
f’P1 = JP @ dp is continuous (same procedure as in the proof of 
Theorem 4.5 for the E = 1 case). Hence we can extend T to 9(G) 
by WPI = f%~l = J-9 Q dp. 
Suppose T E (.9(G)) f or some 1 < p < 2. Then by Lemma 5.3 
and Proposition 5.4 we have that supp p C F. 1 
Remarks. When considered for p = 2, Theorem 5.5 becomes 
simply the Bochner theorem for K-biinvariant positive definite 
tempered distributions (i.e., distributions which lie in (V(G))‘), 
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which was first proved by Muta [14] in much the same fashion as the 
euclidean Bochner theorem is proved in Schwartz [15, p. 2751. It is 
of interest to note that Muta’s definition of a tempered K-biinvariant 
positive definite distribution differs from ours, while the spherical 
Bochner theorem indirectly proves them equal. Muta defines a 
tempered K-biinvariant distribution T to be positive definite if 
T[yq*] > 0 for all 9) E jc(G), which on the surface is a less restrictive 
definition than ours. We prove the equivalence directly in the 
following manner. Suppose T is positive definite in Muta’s sense, 
and take v E 3(G). Then (v*y*)^(h) > 0 for all h E B since ?-A > 0 
for all h E 9. But from the proof of [15, Theorem XVIII, p. 2761 there 
exists a sequence (@n}~zr C Y(a*) = Z(9O) such that / @, j2 -+ 
(v*q*)^ in Y(a*). Noting Schwartz’s construction we see that these 
@, may be taken as W-invariant, and thus j di, I2 --f (v*v*)^  in 
9(9”). But there exists vn E 32(G) such that & = @, , and hence 
vn*qm* + (y*~*)h in P(G). Therefore T[q%*cp,*] + T[QH~*] in C, 
and it is easy to see that T[q~y*] 3 0 for all g, E P(G). Hence T is 
positive definite in our sense. 
It is by no means obvious that this equivalence of definitions holds 
for nontempered K-biinvariant positive definite distributions. This 
would seem to depend on the truth of the following 
Conjecture. Given Y/E Z?(P), Y 3 0 on 9 n P, then there 
exists a sequence Qp, in a(P) such that, with YJA) = @,(A) Gn(X) 
for each h E 9, we have Yn -+ Y in g(P). This is certainly a 
questionable statement except for the case E = 0. 
COROLLARY 5.6. Consider T E 9(G), T > 0, K-biinvariant. Then 
if the spherical Bochner measure p is supported in a* v C, where C is a 
compact subset of a c*, then T = S + f, where S is a tempered K- 
biinvariant positive dejinite distribution and f is a continuous 
K-biinvariant positive de$nite function. In particular, this is always true 
in the real rank one case. 
Proof. Let pr(E) = p(E n a*) and &E) = p(E n (a,* - a*)) 
for all Bore1 sets E in a,*. Then by Theorem 5.5 we have that p1 gives 
rise to a tempered K-biinvariant positive definite distribution S. 
By the spherical Bochner theorem, we have that pz must be finite 
since it is supported in the compact set C. Hence pLz gives rise to a 
continuous K-biinvariant function f and clearly T = S + f. 
Suppose that G is of real rank one. Then B is contained in a* u (;a*) 
since h and X are W-conjugate for all X E 9, and W = {si , s2) where 
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s,h = A, s,h = -A for all X E a*. Then the Helgason-Johnson 
theorem gives that 9 C a* u iC, , which is the desired form. u 
6. TECHNICAL RESULTS ON THE 3?(F) SPACES 
Most of the previous results have relied on the existence of certain 
special elements in the P(P) spaces. In this section we construct 
these various functions. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. For each E > 0 there exists a nonconstant 
W-invariant holomorphic polynomial on a,* which is uniformly bounded 
away from zero on p. For P any such polynomial and Q, E S?(p), then 
(Q/P) E Z?(p). M oreover, there exists such a polynomial P which is 
positive on 8. 
Proof. Let or ,..., Ed be any basis of a*. Then for X E a,* let 
h = z;=, Ai4 (t, E a=), X = t + iv (5, q E a*), and for each c > 0 let 
P,(h) = c + &i Xj2. We then have 
But, as a function on F, j C ~j2 j is uniformly bounded by some 
finite constant, say c,, . Taking c = 2c, we obtain 1 P,(h)/ > 
/ 2c, + C tj2 - C rli2 / > c, > 0 for all h E P. Then P(h) = 
I-I SEW P&h”) satisfies the desired conditions since P is W-invariant. 
Suppose @ E Z(P). Then Y = Q/P on Int 9 is clearly well 
defined, holomorphic and W-invariant. To prove YE Z?(F) there 
remains only to show that for each holomorphic differential operator D 
with polynomial coefficients we have 
sup IDY’l< 03. 
1nt.P 
(6-l) 
Suppose D is of order zero. Then D equals a holomorphic polynomial 
Q on a, * so that 
where I P 1 > c on F. Thus (6.1) holds for such D since @J E z(P). 
Suppose (6.1) holds for all D of order < K - 1, all @ E b(P) 
and all P as specified in the proposition. If D is of order k we may 
assume without loss of generality that D = E(a/SI,), where E is of 
order k - 1. Hence 
DY = E[(a@/~A,)/P] - E[(8P/aA,)@/P”]. 
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But &D/ax, and (aP/ah,)@ are 9(F), and both P and P2 satisfy the 
induction hypothesis. Hence (6.1) holds for D of order ilz, and hence 
for all D by induction. 
The last statement of the proposition follows by taking Q(h) = 
P(A) P(A), since h E .9 implies X and A are Weyl group conjugate. 1 
Remark. The next two propositions comprise a refinement of 
Proposition 6.1 which was used in proving the extension theorem. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. For each 01 E a,* there exists a W-invariant 
holomorphic polynomial P, on a,* such that degree P,, is uniformly 
bounded in 01, and 
(i) P,(a) = 0 for all ci E a,*; 
(ii) Pan --f P, uniformly on compacts as oln --t 01 in a,*; and 
(iii) Given 77 a compact set in a,* and E > 0 such that 
p n U = 0, then there exists a c > 0 such that / P,(h)1 > c for all 
old UandhEp. 
Proof. We let L be any hyperplane in a* which lies on a face of C, , 
and take a basis pi ,..., or of a* such that or EL and Ed ,..., cl span a 
hyperplane parallel to L. This is possible since zero is an interior 
point of the convex set C, . Then coordinatizing a* by 71 = C 7j~j 
gives that L is the solution set to the equation q1 = 1. Notice that the 
set of solutions to qr = -1 must also lie on a face of C, since 
C, = -C, , and therefore C, lies between the hyperplanes determined 
by vr2 = 1. 
Parametrize a,* by h = C Ajci , Aj = fj + qi and (11 = C o~j~~ ,
aj = /Ii + irj for all A, 01 E a, *. With ~(01) the unique E such that 
01 E Bdry F, let Qa be the holomorphic polynomial in X given by 
!w) = 44” + (4 - m2. 
Suppose U is a compact set in a,* andt- >OsuchthatFn U= lz(. 
Then 01 E U implies ~(a) > E (since + = r)f<E, 9’) and taking 
h E * arbitrary we obtain 
IQ&v = 144” + (El - a2 - 712 + 2G - 81) 71 I 3 44" - 712. 
But h E F implies 7 E EC,, which in turn gives / rll / < E. Hence, 
letting c = inf,,, ~(a)~ - c2 we have I Q,(X)/ 3 c for all CT E U and 
h E F, where c > 0 since U is compact. Thus Qa satisfies (iii). It 
follows trivially that Qol also satisfies (ii), at least pointwise, since 
01-j ~(a) and oi --+ p, are continuous. The uniform convergence on 
compacts results because degree QU = 2 for all 01 E a,*. 
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Let {L, ,..., L,} be all hyperplanes of a* which lie on faces of C, . 
Then for each Li we have a set of polynomials (Paj}a,ea,+ as defined 
above. For each a E a,* we let Ra = n;zl P,j. Then (ii) and (iii) still 
hold for R, , but we claim (i) also holds from the following. By 
definition of e(a) we have (y. E Bdry 9ca). Thus, with c11 = /3 + ir, 
we have that y lies on at least one face ~(a) Lj of ~(a) C, . Hence, in the 
coordinate system associated with L, , we have y1 = ~(a), and 
if P,j is the polynomial associated with Lj we have PUj(a) = 
c(a)” + (/I1 + z’yl - /11)” = 0. Hence R,(a) = 0. 
Finally, since p is W-invariant we have that P, = nSsW Rar8 
satisfies all the desired conditions. 1 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Suppose {P, 1 (Y E a,*} as in Proposition 6.2, and 
$x both E > 0 and @ E Z?(p). DeJining Y, = @IPa on F for each 
a! E a,* - F, then 01 --f lu, is continuous from a,* - S into S?(P). 
Proof. First note that YW E 2(9’) for all LY +$ p from Propo- 
sition 6.1. Let oln -+ E in a,* - 9. We have only to show that if D 
is a holomorphic differential operator on a,* with polynomial 
coefficients, then supInGr 1 D(Ym - Yan)j --t 0. First notice that 
‘u, - Ye, = ((Pm* - P,)/PaPmn)@ is of the form (QJR,)@, where Qn 
and R, are W-invariant holomorphic polynomials on a,* such that 
(a) 1 R, 1 > c > 0 on 9 for all n, (b) Qn and R, converge uniformly 
on compact sets, Q, -+ 0 and R, -+ R, where R is some W-invariant 
holomorphic polynomial on a,*, and (c) the degrees of Qn and R, 
are uniformly bounded in n by some N < co. We thus set 
yn = (QnlRnP and show that supIntSSE 1 DYn 1 + 0 by inducting 
on the order of D. 
(i) Suppose order D = 0. Then D = P for some holomorphic 
polynomial P on a,*, and thus 
SUP I Dy,a I G c-l ,~=v?~ I QnP@ I. 
InWE 
But we may express Q,(h) as CIIIGN c,nAI, where I = (ir ,..., iJ, 
I I I = ir + *a* + i, , and A’ = A$ *** Aft for A, ,..., A, some complex 
coordinate system on a, *. Moreover, for each fixed I, cln + 0 as 
n + co. Thus 
I Dy&Vl < c-l I Qn(4 P(4 W)l 
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where supn 1 cln 1 < CD for each I. Take any 6 > 0. Since @ E Z’(F) 
there exists a compact set C C P such that 
T (s;p / cln 1) / A’ 1 1 P(A) @(A)) < (c/2)6 for all h E s6 - C. 
But, on C, Q, tends to zero uniformly so there exists n, such that 
supc / Qn 1 < (c/2)6 supc / P@ 1 for all n > n, . Hence 1 DYJh)I < 8 
for all n 3 lzO and X E Int 9, and therefore Dul,, + 0 uniformly on 
Int P when D is of order zero. 
(ii) Suppose Du/, + 0 uniformly on Int FE for all D of order 
less than K and for all Yfi of the specified form. 
(iii) Take D of order K. Using some complex coordinate system 
x 1 ,..., X, on a,* we may assume without loss of generality that 
D = E(a/aA,), h w ere E is a differential operator as in (ii). Then 
and each of the terms satisfies the induction hypothesis. 1 
Remark. We end with two technical results which were used in 
Sections 4 and 5. 
PROPOSITION 6.4. Suppose {&.}jm_l is a sequence of functions in C,.(G) 
such that ui supp & is relatively compact and Jo / &(g)l dg is uniformly 
bounded in j. Then for D any constant coeficient holomorphic d#erential 
operator on a,*, {D&}j”=i is a uniformly bounded set of functions on F 
for each E > 0. 
Proof. Let C = Cl(& supp $). Then 
since C is compact. Hence 1 D&(A)1 < ci supg.c / DA(FeA(g))I for all 
X E a,* and j E Z+, where cr = supj JG 1 b(g)\ dg. We have only to 
show that supgcc I Ww(g))l is uniformly bounded on F for each 
E > 0. 
Take a basis q ,..., or of a*, and for X E a,* put X = xi &t;. (A, E C) 
and Xj = fj + iTj . Let HI ,..,, H, be a dual basis of a, so that 
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Q(H,) = aij . We write H(g) = x:=, cj(g) Hi , with each ci a 
continuous function from G to R. Then X(H(g)) = xj=, Q,(g) so 
that D,e-in(H(g)) = PD(-it(g)) e- iA(H(g)) for PD some polynomial in 
Z-variables and c(g) = (cl(g),..., c*(g)). Thus 
1 D,(p&))[ = / D, JKe-Lia+o)H(‘e) dk 1 
< su; 1 P,(-ic(gk)) e-(ih+Oo)ti(gn) 1 
= E; 1 P,( -ic(gk)) eb--P)H(‘K) I, (6.2) 
where h = [ + iv. Consider g E C and h E F for some fixed E > 0. 
Thengk E CK which is compact in G, and hence supkeK 1 P,(-ic(gk))l 
is uniformly bounded for g E C. But X E p if and only if X = e + iq, 
where 77 E EC, . Hence (7 - p 1 X E 9} is compact in a* which implies 
((7 - p) H(gk) 1 h E F, g E C, k E K} is bounded in R. This proves 
from (6.2) that I Qt(v49)l is uniformly bounded for X E F and 
gEC* I 
PROPOSITION 6.5. Suppose for each 01 E ac* we have a W-invariant 
holomorphic polynomial P, on a,* with degree < N < 00 for all 01 such 
that 
(i) P=(a) = 0 for all 01 E a,*; and 
(ii) Pan -+ P, uniformly on compact sets as ~1, + cy in a,*. 
Then the function F: a,* x a,* -+ R deJined byF(ol, A) = I P&)//II X - 01 II 
if A # 01, F = 0 otherwise, is bounded on compact subsets of a,* x a,*. 
Proof. Pick a basis q ,..., Ed of a* which is orthonormal with respect 
to ( , ), and for h E a, * let h = C Ajej (Aj E ~2). Then 1 Ai 1 < 11 A 11 for 
each j = l,..., 1. Since Pa(A) = &,,,+ al(oL)(h - a)’ (notation as in 
the proof of Proposition 6.3), where a,: a,* + C is continuous for 
each 1, we then easily see that Pa(A)/11 h - CII 11 is bounded on compact 
subsets of a,* x a,*. 1 
Remark. The referee has suggested that it may be possible to find 
analogs of the results of this paper for functions on the homogeneous 
space G/K which transform according to a fixed representation of K 
on the left. It is hoped that the formulation and proof of such results 
would follow in the same manner as for the K-biinvariant functions 
on G previously given. 
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